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PROYECT

www.polymorphismrecords.com

Philosophy and objectives
Founded in 2019, Polymorphism is an electronic music record label that seeks to work
with artists from all over the world in order to bring together different cultures and musical influences.
In addition to the limited vinyl release, all titles are available to download or listen online - for free. Our physical product will be made as sustainable as possible being respectful of the environment. Profits from each release are put back into social causes,
specifically, organizations dedicated to clean oceans and reforestation.

RELEASES
Physical recording, artwork, packaging and merchandise
Every release is recorded as an Ep and is made up of a total of between
four and eight tracks, divided between original content and remixes.
The artists involved in each release have different nationalities, in line
with our principle of cross-cultural respect. For the first one, Spanish
artist Alcarcia has produced the four original tracks and the four remixes belong to Hector Mad (Spain), Solarmental (Georgia), Neri J (Denmark)
and JLTZ (Italy).
The first series will consist of four releases that follow the same graphic
line in terms of artwork. The first one has been recorded on a 12” vinyl,
with original tracks in red and remixes in black. The packaging is made
of sustainable materials in an effort to reduce the environmental impact
of the production and distribution processes, where possible. The cover
art has been divided into different parts, as many as tracks are on the
release.

RELEASES
Each of these parts consists of an abstract shape, inspired by the sound
in each original track. They’re all linked to each other and have a low
opacity background image. The images will be chosen by the producer
of the original tracks.
For the first series and for each release there will be between 100 and 300
copies published, with 90% of them available for sale. The remaining 10%
will be reserved for those who have collaborated directly in the releases.
Finally, we would also like to point out that every piece of clothing distributed by Polymorphism is made from 100% organic cotton and screen
printed with water-based ink (non-toxic).
The first release can already be listened to via:

This link

Physical recording, artwork, packaging and merchandise

MANUFACTURING AND
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION
Press Your Beat & Melting Pot Records
We worked with Press Your Beat for the production of the first release
[PM001], and Melting Pot récords for the second one [PM0002]. Melting
pots also is our distributor for both releases.
You can also find your copies in the following online stores:
Melting Pot (ES)
Envelopte Structure (ES)
Juno (UK)
Deejay (DE)
Toolbox (FR)
Nawal (MX)

www.pressyourbeat.com

As well as many other physical stores and Discogs sellers.

www.meltingpot-records.net

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
& DONATIONS
Bandcamp, Teamtrees
y The Ocean Cleanup

Bandcamp
Spotify
Apple Music
Google Play
Amazon Music
Deezer
Tidal
Napster

All tracks are available to download for free on our
website as high quality mp3 files.
Want to make a donation to non-profit organisations
Teamtrees or The Ocean Clean Up?
Head to our Bandcamp site to download the
releases in any format and we will donate all the
digital profits.

